News:

- **Official signing with the African Cluster Centres**
The President of the University of Bayreuth signed agreements with representatives of the African Cluster Centres

- **Cluster’s Principal Investigator founds new course of studies**
The unique complementary studies program was founded by Prof. Dr. Susan Arndt

- **World Music in Fusion – An evening at the Margravial Opera House**
A unique concert in a unique setting will mark the end of the Cluster’s first network conference

- **“Cinema Africa” celebrates its 12th edition**
At the end of November, the Cluster of Excellence will present a film festival showcasing four African movies

- **The new call is out – the process for the fellowships of 2020/21 has begun**
In the academic year 2020/21 the Cluster expects to host up to 20 new fellows

- **Cluster’s first scholar to be featured on LATEST THINKING**
Dr. Rémi Tchokothe presented a video on his paper “‘Balladur Visa’ or ‘Visa of Death’? Questioning ‘Migration’ to Europe via the Comoros Archipelago”

- **“Fellows enrich the work of the Cluster in multiple ways”**
An interview with Vice Dean of Research Professor Erdmute Alber and fellow Doctor Samuel Ndogo from Kenya

- **Call for Papers: “Intersectionality: Theory, Approach, Activism”**
The Cluster invites scholars to participate in a symposium on Intersectionality at the beginning of February 2020
Reports:

- The Fragmentation of religious Authority in Muslim Africa. An International Workshop
  The three-day workshop took place at the Indiana University Europe Gateway in Berlin

Cluster Publications:

- Fendler, Ute / Fink, Katharina / Siegert, Nadine / Vierke, Ulf (ed.), "Revolution 3.0 - Iconographies of Radical Change"

- Uli Beisel, "The Release of Genetically Engineered Mosquitoes in Burkina Faso: Bioeconomy of Science, Public Engagement and Trust in Medicine"

- David Stadelmann, Michael Jetter, Sabine Laudage, "The intimate link between income levels and life expectancy: Global evidence from 213 years"


Upcoming Cluster Events:

- Important Dates
  Don't miss out on important events!
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